I, the undersigned,
ANDREW MARK BREITENBACH

do hereby make oath and say that:
1.

I am an advocate and a senior counsel, practising as a member of the Cape Bar
in Cape Town.

2.

I am the incumbent chairperson of the Cape Bar Council, which manages the
affairs of the Cape Bar, and make this affidavit in that capacity on behalf of the
Cape Bar Council.

3.

This is a complaint in terms of section 14 of the Judicial Service Commission Act
9 of 1994 ('the Act') by the Cape Bar Council ('the CBC') against Judge Mushtak
Kassim Parker ('the respondent'), currently a Judge of the Western Cape
Division of the High Court, Cape Town ('the High Court').

4.

The complaint arises from and is based predominantly on facts recorded in
affidavits filed by the South African Legal Practice Council ('LPC') in motion
proceedings it instituted late last year in the High Court under case number
22707/2019 and in the answering and replying affidavits delivered in January and
February. 1 While I do not have personal knowledge of those facts, I have no
reason to doubt the LPC's allegations and the evidence put up by it, nor do I have
any reason to doubt the allegations and evidence in the answering affidavits to
which I make reference below, and I be!ieve them to be true.

The papers , which are in the form the Cape Bar Council obtained them from the Chief
Registrar of the High Court. have been uploaded onto Dropbox and are available at
httpS. //VfWv.V.d rggbo�,_ com/s_h/p 4dtJ.dp�c�.2947h/Aj½_2<KOM47rTll_X_u nu KsN M?l,Jq 5a?�l=0 {'the
Dropbox fol der ') . The LPC's founding papers. which are in parts 1 to 5 in the Dropbox folder,
r1re paginated I shall refer to them using the page numbers in the record. The rest of the
papers are not paginated. I shall refer to them by giving the relevant part of the Dropbox
folder.

5.

The remaining facts in this affidavit are within my personal knowledge, except
where the context indicates otherwise, and are to the best of my knowledge true
and correct.

6

The grounds on which this complaint is lodged are those set out in section
14(4)(b) and/or (e) of the Act, more specifically:
6.1. wilful or grossly negligent breaches of articles 4(a)2 and 5 3 of the Code of
Judicial Conduct; 4 and/or
6.2. other wilful or grossly negligent conduct, other than conduct contemplated
in section 14(4)(a) to (d), that is incompatible with or unbecoming the
holding of judicial office.

7.

Before the respondent's permanent appointment as a judge of the High Court,
he practised as an attorney in partnership with Adburahman Khan ('Khan') and
lrfan Kassiem Parker ('IK Parker') at Parker and Khan Inc Attorneys ('Parker &
Khan' or 'the firm'). 5 Khan and IK Parker continue to practise as partners of the
firm. IK Parker is the respondent's younger brother_

8.

Parker & Khan was established in 2005 amongst the three partners.

9.

It appears from the questionnaire the respondent completed on 28 June 2017
when applying for a permanent judicial appointment6 that from 10 October 2016

----------- - -2

Namely, the duty of a judge to uphold the integrity of the judiciary.
Namely, the duty of a judge always tc act honourably and in a manner befitting judicial office
and the requirement that all activities of a judge be compatible with the status of judicial office.
Government Notice R .865 in Government Gazette 35 802 of 18October 2012.

5

6

I refer to the respondent, Khan and IK Parker as partners. although in tact they established
and conducted their 'partnership' through the medium of a private company (Parker & Khan)
as permitted by section 23 of the (now repealed) Attorneys Act 5 3 of 1979, one of the
requirements of which was that the company's memorandum of assocIatIon had to provide
that all present and past directors of the comp.:;ny (i.e. all three oi them ) shall be liable jointly
and severally with the company for the debts and liabilities of the company ccntracted during
their periods of office . See section 34(7) of the Legal Practice Act 28 of 201 4 (which came
into operation on 1 November 2018).
The relevant part of the respondent's application for judicial appointment. which is marked
·'CBC 'i", accompanies this affidavit. See secticn 1 (personal ) para 6 on p 3 of tt·,e
questionnaire. (I shall not forward the whole of the respondent's application for judicial
appointment because the remainder Is not relevant to this complaint and in any event the
application was made to the Judicial Service Commission ('the JSC'). )
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onwards he held a series of appointments as an acting judge of the High Court.7
Article 2(1 )(b) of the Code of Judicial Conduct provides that it applies to an acting
judge.
10.

In the questionnaire the respondent described himself as, at the time of signature
('2005 - present), the founder and managing partner of Parker & Khan. 8

11.

The questionnaire contains the following questions, to both of which the
respondent answered 'No': 9
11 1. Are there any circumstances, financial or otherwise, known to you which
may cause you embarrassment in undertaking the office of a judge?'
11.2. 'Is there any other relevant matter which you should bring to the attention
of the commission?'

12.

On 3 1 July 2017 the respondent was shortlisted by the JSC for a permanent
position on the high Court.

13. His interview with the JSC took place on 5 October 2017.
14.

He was appointed as a permanent judge of the High Court with effect from
1 November 2017.

15.

On 19 December 2019 the LPC instituted the application mentioned in paragraph
4 above ('the LPC proceedings'). The LPC is seeking a wide range of relief,
including relief against Khan and IK Parker and the appointment of a curator to
administer the firm's trust account, pending the decision of the High Court in an
application to be instituted by the LPC to have Khan and IK Parker struck from
the roll of attorneys. The relief the LPC is seeking against Khan and IK Parker
includes an order that they be interdicted from practising as attorneys in the
meantime.

----------Namely, from 10 October to 15 December 2016, 30January to 30March 2017 and 10 April to
30 June 2017. I do not know whether he acted as judge between July and October 2017 .
6

See 5ection 1(personal) para 6 on p 3 of the questionnaire.

9

See section 4 (general ) paras 1and 4 on p 15 of the questionnaire.
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16. The LPC proceedings were brought after, amongst other things, interviews
conducted by its legal officers with IK Parker (on 15 and 22 August 20191 0 ) and
with Khan (on 22 August 201911 ), and the receipt of written submissions from
each of them on 11 September 2019. 12
17. The grounds for the relief sought in the LPC proceedings and the proposed
striking-off relate to maladministration of the firm's trust account. There does not
appear to be any dispute that funds belonging to the firm's trust creditors were
used to pay the firm's business and operating expenses (i.e. there was a
misappropriation of trust funds); that where, as a result, there was a shortfall in
funds due for payment to a particular trust creditor, the funds of other trust
creditors were used; and that Khan was involved in this maladministration. 13
18.

In this regard it bears mentioning that, according to the LPC:
'One is not dealing here with trust deficits arising from simple accounting errors.
There appears to be a continuous pattern of concealing trust deficits, by keeping
a separate list of the trust deficits, which demonstrates an element of deceit,
inimical to the honour associated with the profession of an attorney.

The

10

Paras 29, 33to 41.11 and 5 7-58of the LPC's founding affidavit ('FA' ) (record pp 22-31and
35 -36 ), read with the report by the LPC's inspectors of 10 October 2019 (LPC4to the FA
(record pp 6 5 -6 8and 71) ) .

11

Paras 30, 42-56 and 5 9to 64.7of the FA (recor_g pp 22and 31-42) , read with the report by
the LPC's inspectors of 10 October 2019(LPC4to the FA (record pp 6 9-73) ).

12

Paras 72-75 of the FA (record pp 44-5 0) , read with the LPC's letter to Khan and IK Parker of
2 September 2019 (LPC10to the FA (record pp 99) ) , Khan's submissions to the LPCon
11September 2019(though dated 9September 2019) (LPC11to the FA (record pp 100-103)
and IK Parker's submissions to the LPC on 11September 2019(also dated 9 September
2019) (LPC12to the FA (record pp 1 04-105)

13

See e g. paras 30. 5 0-56 , 5 9to 6 4 7 6 9-70, 73-75 and 85 -100of the FA (record pp 22, 34-42.
43-44, 45 -5 0and 5 4-5 8); para 2of Khan's submissions to the LPCof 11September 2019
(LPC11to the FA @corg pp 102-103), 1K Parker's first answering affidavit ('AA') paras 5 9-90,
98.3 to 98. 5 , 105 ,112, 138-140and 16 2-163(0ropboxfolder parts 8& 12).
In para 5 of Khan·s submissions (record p 103) , Khan says he was solely responsible and IK
Parker was not aware of what he was doing; and in IK Parker's submissions (LPC12to the
FA record p 105 ) IK Parker says he had no involvement in the shortfa!I in the trust account
and accepted in good faith that Khan was entitled to transfer the money from the trust account
as and when he did In its papers the LPCis sceptical of IK Parker"s assertion that he did not
know about the shortfall in or maladministration of the trust account (see paras 91-92of the
FA (record p 53). As appears from the WhatsApp messages attached to IK Parker's first AA,
set out in paras 31to 33below. he was aware of the shortfall and the maladministration from
2017at the latest.

4

'J --- ... ,,,,-:-

I

attorneys' profession demands of its members complete honesty, reliability and
integrity' . 1 4
19.

In the LPC proceedings I K Parker filed three answering affidavits on his own
behalf and on behalf of the firm, along with several supporting affidavits. The
first of IK Parker's answering affidavits is dated 16 January 2020; 1 5 the second
is dated 13 February 2020; 16 and the third is dated 17 February 2020. 1 7 The LPC
filed its replying affidavits on 26 February 2020. 1 8 The papers do not include any
affidavits by Khan or the present respondent. To the best of my knowledge, the
LPC's application has not been heard yet.

20. The papers in the LPC proceedings reveal the extent of the shortfall in the firm's
trust account to be the following on or about the dates relevant to the present
complaint against the respondent:
20.1. 16 June 2016 (the date of the first of the WhatsApp messages in the series
described in paragraph 27 below) - the shortfall was R4 623 998.52 on 1 7
June 20 1 6 : 19
20.2. 1O October 2016 (the start of the respondent's first term as an acting judge
in the High Court) - the shortfall was R5 703 132.23 on 7 October 201620
and R5 7 1 8 132.23 on 20 October 2016;21

14

Para 9 5 of the FA (record p 5 7). In his answering papers. IK Parker accuses Khan and the
firm's bookkeeper/accountant , one Sulemon September , of concealing the deficits by,
amongst other things, making fictitious journal entries on the last day of each financi al year
and the first day o f the next financial year· see e g
. IK Parker's first AA paras 9 8.3 to 9 8.5 and
105.5 to 105.7 (Dropbox folder parts 8& 12) and the affidavit of Abu Parker (an expert
internal auditor) dated 13 February 2020 paras 1 6 -2 1( Dropbox folder part 7 ) .

15

See the following parts of the Dropbox folder: part 8 (duplicated in part 12 ) . part 9(duplicated
in part 13 ) and part 10 (duplicated in part 14 ).

'0

See the Dropbox folder part 7.

,,.

See tt,e Dropbox folder part 6.

,a

See the Orophox folder part 11

19

IP2 to IK Parker's AA (Oropbox folder parts 10 & 1 4) .

?.O

IP2 to IK. Parker's first AA (Oropbox folder parts 1 0& 14).

21

IP2 to IK Parker's first AP, (Dropboxfolder parts 10& 14).
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j

20.3. 28 June 2017 (the date of the respondent's application to the JSC for
appointment as a permanent judge) - the shortfall was R6 372 963.94 on
23 June 2017 and R6 390 523.06 on 30 June 2017; 22
20.4. 5 October 2017 (the date of the respondent's interview by the JSC) - the
shortfall was R7 033 847.07 on 29 September 2017 and R7 158 847.07 on
6 October 2017 ; 23
20.5. 1 November 2017 (the effective date of the respondent's appointment as a
permanent judge) - the shortfall was R7 046 303.46 on 31 October 2017
and R7 066 303.46 on 2 November 2017; 24
20.6. 15 August 2019 (the date of the first visit by the LPC to the firm) - the
shortfall was R4 780 530.13 on 8 and 16 August 2019; 25
20.7. 13 February 2020 (the date of IK Parker's second AA in the LPC
proceedings) - the shortfall had been eliminated.26
21.

The increase in the shortfall from R4 623 998.52 on 17 June 2016 to
R7 066 303.46 on 2 November 2017 shows that misappropriation of trust money
from the firm's trust account continued during this period.

22.

I draw attention to two points that emerge from IK Parker's affidavits.

23.

First, it appears that the respondent was aware of the shortfall in trust funds in
the firm's trust account, before he started acting as a judge in October 2016. It
also appears that the respondent's awareness of the shortfall continued during
the period of his acting appointments, while his application for a permanent
appointment was underway and after his permanent appointment. 27 There is

22

LPC5 to the FA (record p . 7 7).

23

LPC 5 to the FA (record p . 7 7) .

24

LPC 5 to the F A (record p . 7 7) .

25

LPC 7 to the FA (record p 8 3).

26

IK Parker' s second AA para 14 (Dropbox folder part 7 ).

27

According to I K Parker, '{d]uring 2016 (the respondent] started withdrawing from the pr·attic..J
as he was acting as a Judge in the Cape Town .'-ligh Court' and . al a very recent meeting,
attended by the three directors of the firm, [the respondent] mdicated that he believed that

also evidence to suggest that by September 2017, at the latest, the respondent
knew that the money had been misappropriated and that Khan was responsible
for the misappropriation 28 Finally there is evidence that in early May 2017 the
respondent himself arranged that trust monies (belonging to his mother) be used
for his own personal purposes, and it appears that was done without her
knowledge and consent. 29
24.

I K Parker alleges that '[s]ome time ago, on a date which I unfortunately cannot

recall, during a directors' meeting attended by the three directors, [the
respondent] by chance stumbled upon a trust shortfall. He confronted Khan, who
was in charge of finances and accounting, with it, but Khan could not explain it
• 30

25.

What happened thereafter is not entirely clear. 31 but IK Parker asserts:

25.1. at the time he believed an accounting mistake had been made '[b]ecause I
knew there was no trust shortfall in any matter of mine and because no
client had ever demanded payment of any sort from the firm'; 32
25.2. he therefore arranged a 'follow-up meeting at which the firm's accountant,

Su!amon September ... would be presenf; 33

when he left the shortfall was only R3 2 million' (IK Parker's first AA (dated 1 6 January 2 020 )
paras 14 and 149 .3 (Dropbox folder parts 8& 12 ) )
28

See the WhatsApp messages attached to IK Parker's first AA quoted in paras 31. 7to 3 1. 17
below. In the LPC's replying affidavit ("RA ) para 3 4 (Dropbox folder part 11 ), relying on the
WhatsApp messages attached to I K Parker's first AA quoted in paras 31.2 to 31 .5 below, it
alleges that IK Parker knew as far back as 2 May 2017 that there was a shortfall in the firm's
trust account and was complicit in utilising trust monies without the client's express
instruction.

29

See the WhatsApp messages attached to IK Parker's first AA quoted in paras 31.2 to 3 1. 5
below.

30

IK Parker's first AA para 42 (Dropbox folder parts 8& 1 2) .

31

IK Parker s first AA, which is the one dealing with this issue. Is vague, including about some of
the important dates.

37

IK Parker's first AA para 43 (Dropbox folder parts 8 & 12).

33

I K Parker 's first AA para 43 (Dropbox folder parts 8 & 12)
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25:3. at this 'meeting September was asked about the shortfafl. His response
was to state that Khan knew how it had been caused. He did not explain
what he meant . . . '; 34
25.4. he (IK Parker) 'trusted [September] and Khan and left the matter in their
hands, simply asking them to investigate the situation and report back, still
thinking that there had been an accounting error which they could sort
ouf; 35 and
25.5. '[t]hereafter, having received no report-back and suspecting that the
accounting irregularity or irregularities had not been set right, I repeatedly
and over some time reminded both Khan and September to investigate the
situation and interrogate the books to establish why the shortfall discovered
by [the respondent] had shown up'. 36
26.

IK Parker then alleges:
26. 1 . 'I raised the issue with both of my fellow directors directly and in person
until (the respondent] left the firm, and thereafter, during the latter part of
2016, by way of Whats-app communications;' 37
26.2. 'I only became aware that money might be missing much later, when I was
contacted by the representatives of the clients [name supplied] and the
Estate Late [name supplied]'. 38

27. Two series of \/VhatsApp communications are attached to IK Parker's first
answering affidavit - the first spanning the period 16 June 2016 to 1 0 October

201939 and the second spanning the period 24 October 20·19 to 7 November
2019. 40

34

IK Parker's first AA para 44 (Dropbox folder parts 8 & 12)

35

iK Parker's first AA para 44 (Dropbox folder parts 8& 12).

36

IK Parker's first AA para 45 (Oropbox folcler parts 8 & 12) .

37

IK Parker's first AA para 46 (Dropbox folder parts 8 & 12).

38

IK Parker's first AA para 48 (Oropbox folder parts 8 & 12).

39

I P 3 to IK Parker's first AA (Dropbox foider parts 10& 1 4).

4o

I P 4to IK Parker's first AA (Dropbox folder parts 1 0 & 14).
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27 .1 . IK

Parker describes the first series as 'Whats-app messages which were

exchanged between [the respondent], Khan and me, between 16 June
2016 and 1 0 October 2019, some of which relate to the issue of trust
funds'.4 1

27.2. IK Parker describes the second series as '[f]urther messages confirming
the fact that the trust shortfall was not of my doing and the existence of [the]
agreement referred to above'42 (i.e. an agreement that each of the three

would raise one third of the shortfall and they would inform the LPC that the
account will be regularised by 30 September 201943) .
27.3 The WhatsApp messages were exchanges between the respondent, Khan
and IK Parker on a WhatsApp group. (I set out some of the messages
later.)
28. The second point that emerges from IK Parker's affidavits is that, after the LPC's
first visit to Parker & Khan's premises on 15 August 2019, concerted efforts were
made to pay funds back into the firm's trust account by all three of I K Parker,
Khan and the respondent.

The pressure to do so was increased by the

commitment to the LPC, contained in Khan's submissions to the LPC of 11
September 2019, that the necessary repayments would be made by 30
September 2019. In paragraph 3 of those submissions Khan wrote: 'Regarding
the Trust Account, it has not been regularized, but we have raised money to do

so, which money will be available shortly. We undertake to do so fully by not
later than 30 September 2019, to ensure that no one suffers any loss or
damage '44

29. The respondent was initially (during September and October 2019) unable to put
in funds himself and indicated as much to the others (it appears he may have
asked for assistance from 'third parties· in order to be able to do so).

In

November 2019, January 2020 and February 2020 he made a series of six

IK Parker' s fi rst AA para 49 (Oropbox folder parts 8 & 12)

42
43

44

IK Parker's first AA para 57 (Oropbox folder parts 8 & 12).
See IK Parker's first AA para 53 (Oropbox folder parts 8 & 1 2).

Para 3 of LPC 1 1 to the FA (record p 103)
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-

payments totalling R1 1 53 000.00.'15

IK Parker put in a total of just over

R 1 . 7 million and Khan R2.25 million, also via a series of payments, over the
period September 2019 to February 2020.46
30.

Turning to the WhatsApp messages, the following messages substantiate the
points made in paragraphs 23 and 28 above.

31.

I refer first to the series of WhatsApp messages starting o n 9 February 201 747
which, together with IK Parker's affidavit evidence, show that, by then, IK Parker
and the respondent were aware the shortfall was a reality (i.e. there was money
missing) not a mere accounting error:
31 .1 .

IK Parker's message of 9 February 2017: 'Could we PLEASE meet asap

to discuss the status of [Parker & Khan), particularly the way forward?48
3 1 .2.

The respondent's messages of 2 May 201 7 : '... I need to speak to you

guys urgently .. . ' and 'The matter is need to discuss is simply that I have
not been paid any money by anyone since 1 5th March and was hoping
to be paid by end of April or 1s1 working day in May but alas it did not
happen. Previously I was paid at the end of the month when the term
started in the middle of the month as happened this time but it looks like
I will only get paid on the 15th . I am therefore embarrassingly forced to
ask for a LOAN AND NOT A SALARY of R35K. repayable in two parts
on 1 5th May and 1 5th Junt=�. If you are willing to help me I can suggest
where to take it from. Please revert asap.'
3 1 .3.

IK Parker's message of 2 May 2017: 'As far as I am concerned help we

must despite obviously being in dire straits. Where do u suggest it must
be taken from until u repay on 15 May & 1 5 Jun� ?'
31 .4.

The respondent's message of 2 May 2017: 'I can only suggest you take

it from mom's money. Shukraan.'
•15

IK Parker's third AA para 7 (Dropbox folder part 6).

4

s

IK Parker's third AA para 7 (Dropbox folrler part 6).

47

All of which are in IP3 to IK Parker's f;rst AA (Dropbox folder parts 10& 14 ) .

s

4

Highlighted in IK Parker's first AA para 50.1 (Dropbox folder parts 8 & 12).
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31 .5.

IK Parker's message of 2 May 2017:

'I will remind Abie [Khan] to

facilitate.'

31 .6.

I K Parker's message of 19 May 2017:

'Could we please meet this

weekend. Tomorrow afternoon if possible. I think we should meet in
person since our situation warrants much more than whatsapp
messages'.
31 .7.

IK Parker's message of 1 September 2017:

'Abie [Khan] could you

please talk to MP [the respondent] about the latest immediate crisis.
I checked yesterday & could not find any solution.

Not even a

semblance thereof'.
31.8.

The respondent's message of 1 September 2017: 'Why are you asking

Abie to speak to me... '.
31 . 9.

IK Parker's reply of 1 September 2017: 'Because only he can explain

what's going on in the matter. I only know by hit & . . . miss'.
31 .10. IK Parker's message of 17 September 2017: 'Could we PLEASE meet

TODA Y to discuss our crisis. I have been requesting this for months
now. For what it's worth I am sick and home alone so we can meet here
if you like. I was again shocked and embarrassed when Roeshda49 on
Friday asked me about . . .. & enquired whether Mr Khan didn't . . . '. 50
31. 1 1. IK Parker's later messages of 17 September 2017: 'Please make the

necessary arrangements for our meeting. I can't see myself continuing
like this any longer!'. 51

'. . .

Thanks for the call MP [the respondent]'.

'I hope we will do the necessary to avoid the rapidly approaching &
seemingly sure & rather unfortunate event'.

49

Probably a reference to Roeshda Armino, IK Parker's secretary whose responsibilities
included capturing bookkeeping transactions and internet banking payments.
Highlighted in I K Parker's first AA. para 5 0.2(Dropboxfolder parts 8 & 1 2), though wrongly
dated 9 February 2017.

51

Highlighted in IK Parker's first AA para 5 0.3 (Oropbox folder parts 8 & 12 ), though wrongly
dated 9 February 2017.
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31.12. IK Parker's message of 25 September 2017: ' Just a reminder of our
1 1 h00 meeting at office tomorrow.

Please let's

NOT cancel or

postpone'.
31.13. IK Parker's message of 4 October 2017: 'I have just had ano UGLY
dressing down from a client [name supplied]. How much more are we
going to do to secure I ensure our own downfall?'
31.14.

IK Parker's message of 19 October 2017:

'I had an unfortunate &

extremely worrying chat with [name supplied].

He's instructing an

Attorney to investigate the matter since he has to protect his interests
which clearly is being compromised as a result of..... He clearly was very
disgusted & quite frankly so am I for being exposed to crap like it on a
continuous basis'.
31.15.

IK Parker's message of 22 October 2017: '[name supplied] wants 50k
of the money he paid us years ago for the transfer that hasn't happened
yet. He needs it urgently (tomorrow) & desperately. What would like me
to tell him without lying to him. ' 52

31. 16.

Khan's message of 22 October 2017: ' We can see tmmrw'.

3 1 . 17. Khan's message of 23 October 2017:

'there is approximately R335

invested at Nedbank iron funds due to Ms S Parker (mother) this is iro
tussen rd, property.

[name supplied] needs R50k to pay for his

daughters fees. can we advance funds to him from that account and
make sure he pays back when transfer is effected. I am avoiding to
speak to him about it and /kP as well. Can we assist him in that way ' 53
31.18. IK Parker's messages of 22 December 2017: 'Could we please make
time to meet after 27th but asap to have a meaningful discussion with a
REAL plan regarding . . . . . . . . ' and 'I again yesterday had to do what I
promised myself I'd NEVER do'.

52

Highlighted in IK Parker's first AA par3 50.4 (Dropbox folder parts 8 & 12).

53

Highlig hted in IK Parker's first AA para 50.5 ( Dropbox folder parts 8 & 12).

31. 19. I K Parker's message of 31 December 2017:

'I at great pain and

discomfort am AGAIN asking that we meet to discuss & sort out what we
should have a LONG time ago.

I am in court on 2nd and 3rd_

I will

definitely not continue as I have for months subsidising what was not
brought on by me & NOT even being able to take a full drawing DESPITE
working myself into the ground Let's stop ignoring the problem It's not
going to go away but will certainly, as we have seen only worsen the
problem. ' 54 (There followed a series of exchanges the following day,
1 January 2 0 1 8 , between IK Parker, Khan and the respondent trying to

arrange a meeting that day.)
31.20. I K Parker's message of 2 January 2018: 'I repeat what I said yesterday
particularly wrt raising & all taking responsibility. As u know my bridges
are burnt so either or both of you must please make a plan.'
31.21

IK Parker's message of 26 April 2018: 'Could we PLEASE meet asap to
discuss outstanding issues. '

31.22. The respondent's response of 26 April 2018:

'I understand Abe's

[Khan 's] in town today. Can it be done today'
31.23.

IK Parker's reply of 26 April 2018: 'If not then I propose we meet over
the weekend.

Abie [Khan] in any event must establish & give a

breakdown of the extent to avoid going round in circles as we have for
years now.'55
31.24. I K Parker's message of 28 April 2018: 'Could we PLEASE make a plan
to get together before it's too late.'
31.25. Khan's message of 28 April 2018: 'Can we meet Monday at 2pm.'
31.26. The respondent's message of 28 April 2018: '/ am in Court on Monday
and will only know Monday morning whether the matter will last the
whole day.'
--�--···-

54
55

-- - ---- ---

Highlighted in IK Parker's first AA para 50.6 (Dropbox folder parts 8 & 1 2).
Highlighted in IK Parker's first AA para 50. 7 (Dropbox folder parts 8 & 1 2).
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31.27. Khan's message of 28 April 2018: 'Can you let us know in the Morning

what time we can meet. ·
31 .28. IK Parker's message of 1 May . 2018: 'Abie [Khan] please finalise the
breakdown & arrange the meeting asap.'
31.29.

IK Parker's messages of 1 July 2018: 'Please note that nothing can undo

what happened on Friday.' 'In any event I repeat the reason for asking
to meet urgently viz to deal with the separation decently if possible'56
'I will no longer be a party to a whitewash & as a reward to be called a
thief'. 57 'I suppose it serves me well for not exposing others'.
31.30. IK Parker's message of 4 July 2018: 'Could we PLEASE meet asap to

deal with what I clearly set out in my message on 1 July. Clearly things
are only getting worse I repeat I am not requesting a mediation. It's far
too late for that '
31.31. The respondent's message of 4 July 2018: '[L]et it be known that the

failure of the meeting was not for lack of endeavour on my part. On
Friday I tried to set up the meeting but was told by Abe [Khan] that the
issue does not concern me and that the two of you will have to sort it out.
Needless to say things seemed to not only not get sort out but seemingly

got worse . ' 58
32.

There is an unexplained 10-rnonth hiatus in the record of WhatsApp messages
from 25 October 2018, until they resume on 16 August 2019 (i.e. the day
following the LPC's first visit on 15 August 2019).

33.

The messages from 16 August 2019 onwards include ones about the three
erstwhile partners' agreement and efforts, after the LPC's first visit, to make good
the deficit in the firm's trust account:

56

Highlighted in IK Parker's first AA para 50.8 (Dropbox folder parts 8 & 12).
Highlighted in IK Parker's first AA para 50 8 (Dropbox folder parts 8 & 12)

58

Highlighted in IK Parker's first AA para 50.10 (Dropbox folder parts 8 & 12).
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33. 1.

IK Parker's message of 16 August 2019: 'I once again suggest that we

tell our families jointly about our situation, to avoid the inevitable ie them
reading about it or discovering from others.

Let alone not knowing

exactly what happened • 59. 5o
33.2.

IK Parker's message of 6 September 2019: 'We must do whatever it

takes to regularise by the end of September for the latest to have the
audit done in time so the company has a fidelity fund certificate to be
able to operate come January 2019 [presumably intended to be 2020]'.
33.3.

The respondent's message of 8 September 2019: 'I'm still waiting for a

response from third party to assist. I'm in Durban tomorrow for the day
will call you on Tuesday morning In the meantime try to approach other
parties as well'.
33.4.

Khan's message of 11 September 2019: 'Gentlemen. I am putting my

fife on the line and signing this fetter to the LPC. I sincerely hope and
pray we all bring our part as agreed failing which my life will be
completely destroyed lnshallah, I hope something good will come of
this.'
33.5.

IK Parker's message of 16 September 2019: 'I have already put in 500k

& plan to put in a further 500k closer to the end of the month. Like all of
us I can hardly afford to loose this money let alone be the only one, taking

into account that I am not re.':,ponsible for this debacle. Let's not forget
there was an undertaking to rectify by the end of this month. Not to
mention that Parker and Khan Inc needs a fidelity fund certificate to be
able to trade come 2020.'
33.6.

IK Parker's message of 23 September 2019: 'I have now paid a further

500k, thus totalling 1 million. I am also at risk for a further million ito the
AOD ifo [name supplied]. I am not able to access further funds & am
---·---- --------- - -

Highlighted in I K Parker's fil"sl AA para 52 (Dropbox folde, parts 8 & 12)
60

The messages quoted in this paragraph and the following paragraphs to para 33.22 below,
are in IP3 to IK Parker's fi rst AA (Dropbox folder parts 1 0 & 14).
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already in trouble with [name supplied] wedding because of this
situation'.

33.7.

Khan's message of 23 September 2019: 'We agreed to each raise a
third o f f the R4. 7. Please let's try to raise the balance'. 61

33.8.

The respondent's message of 23 September 2019: 'I will NOT be able
to'.

33.9.

Khan's message of 23 September 2019: 'Does this now mean I am
alone left to raise the balance'.

33 10. I K Parker's message of 23 September 2019: ' Certainly not as far as I
am concerned Can ve please keep in mind that I 1,vas not responsible
for this state of affairs & made payment before any other payment was
made.'62
33.11. The respondent's message of 25 September 2019 (possibly a message
by the respondent to a third party, forwarded by him to the WhatsApp
group): ' . .. I know you just got back yesterday and I am being a nuisance
but I am really desperate and am running out of time. Have a deadline
of Monday, 30 September 2019, failing which they face serious
consequences. Would appreciate your help inshallah ameen. Indicate
when I may call '
33.12. The respondent's message of 25 September 2019: ' ... Abe [Khan] I think
you should give my mother ano RBk tomorrow which will keep her at bay
for a while. '
33.13. IK Parker's messages of 30 September 2019:

' We clearly have not

achieved what we set out and will have to decide how to deal with the
consequences. ' 'Clearly this situation is out of control. I have decided
to brief [name supplied] to protect my & hopefully everyone's interests'.

&

€1

Highlighted in I K Parker's first AA para 55 (Dropbox folder parts 8

12).

62

Highlighted in IK Parker's first AA para 56 (Dropbox folder parts 8 & 12)
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33.14. Khan's messages of 4 October 2019: ' / am getting more and more

concerned now this matter is unfolding.

I am concerned that IP

[IK Parker] has indicated he cannot raise further funds. He raised R1 k

already. MP [the respondent] has not been able to raise anything yet.
I have a promise of a further R1.2k. We are R2k short.. The way this
looks like it is going is that I' 'Everything is going against me. I made the
statement and signed it. I sent an sms to all asking that we keep to what
we agreed. I am genuinely concerned. '
33.15.

IK Parker's message of 4 October 2019: 'As I have repeatedly said I
raised 1 mill & am exposed for at least another 1 mill despite not being

responsible for the situation in any way whatsoever It was not easy to
raise & pay over money knowing that I am not responsible for the
situation but I did it nevertheless to assist. '
33. 16

Khan's message of 4 October 2019: 'We all agreed we going to raise

R 1. 5 k each. Please let us not go against our word.'
33.17. Khan's message of 5 October 2019: 'This is not a competition who did

the most. When the money comes in promised to me comes in I will be
exposed for R2.2 mi/.

We made a agreement to each raise R1. 5k.

Based on that I signed those papers

Please don't go back on your

word. '
33.18.

IK Parker's messages of 5 October 2019: 'As I have repeatedly told you

to your face sir, you didn't take responsibility for my doing, so please
don't go down this line with me.' 'I only transferred to the business
account what I was entitled to, after having earned the fees.' 'Please
call me & arrange to meet should you need to unpack this any further. '
33.19. Khan's message of 5 October 2019: ' What is there to unpack further?

We agreed on a strategy. From where I am sitting it appears that I am
left for the dogs.·
33.20. IK Parker's message of 5 October 2019: 'By no means are you at risk

for my
..,
. doina'.

33.21. Khan's message of 5 October 2019: 'If you don't pay your balance and

Mp [the respondent) not pay anything then I am completely destroyed
and will probably be charged for theft as well. So off course I am at risk'.
33.22.

IK Parker's message of 9 October 2019: 'I hate to state the obvious but

we are clearly all going to be in serious trouble if the situation has not
been rectified by the time the applications are issued. '
33 23.

IK Parker's message of 24 October 2019: 'I hate to remind you that the

shortfall needs to be repaid if we have any hope of getting a fidelity fund
certificate to be able to practice come January 2020. I will not further
jeopardise my future & that of my family for something I was not
responsible for. '63
33.24. Khan's message of 25 October 2019:

'/ am in the same and worse

position. Would desperately like to sort out the balance. The reality of
theft charges and being charged and not paying the shortfall is causing
unbearable stress in my family I once again ask that we each settle
what we agrees.please. Agreed. '
33.25. Khan's message of 28 October 2019: 'Can MP [the respondent] please

indicate what is happening with the raising of the funds. I have raised
R 1 . 9k already. IP [IK Parker] raised R1 k. I cannot stress more what this
is doing to my life. Can we meet even to discuss further. '
33.26. IK Parker's message of 29 October 2019: 'As you know I am by all

accounts a sole breadwinner who will regardless of an application by the
LPC not be able to practice come January 2020 as a result of not being
in possession of a fidelity fund certificate. Could we at least sort out the
shortfa!f so that an application can be made for the certificate? How
much more must I suffer for something I didn't do ?'
33 27.

IK Parker's message of 3 November 2019:

'Can I please have a

meaningful response to my numerous whattapps or at least a suggestion
63

The messages quoted in this paragraph and the following paragraphs to para 33.33 below,
are in IP4 to IK Parker's first AA (Dropbox folder parts 1 0 & 14).
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how I should suppott my family & pay my bond come January 2020 even
if there's no LPC application by then. And that despite keeping my nose
clear all the time.'
33.28.

Khan's message of 3 November 2019: 'Like I said before thus far I raised

R2k. IP [IK Parker] can you please raise your balance. MP do you have
an answer from [name supplied].'
33.29. The respondent's message of 4 November 2019:

'

herewith my

meaningful response. I HAVE tried very hard to come to the patty which

I by implication allegedly contributed to.

Yes [name supplied] has

revetted and is trying to raise money by approaching a number of
different people for loans. He has had to reveal to these people what
the money is for.

Two of these people have already revetted to me

promising R1 00k each. '64
33.30

The respondent's message of 5 November 2019: 'I have actually spoken

to 3 more persons. I have also called the other 2 I have already spoken
to. Will message them again. '
33.31. Khan's message of 6 November 2019:

'How are we going to get a

cettificate to be able to practice if our records are not in order.'
33.32.

IK Parker's message of 6 November 2019: 'I have made exactly that

point for a while now.'
33.33. The respondent's message of 7 November 2019: ' . . . sorry to both you

but I am under pressure. Any progress. [name supplied] was willing to
advance his amount but I said he should give it to you. Maybe I should
take whatever is available now and hope and pray for the rest PLEASE
help as far as you can'.
34

While he was an attorney (and indeed the managing partner of the firm), the
respondent had an obligation to report the matter to the relevant professional
body, namely the then Law Society of the Cape of Good Hope ('the Cape Law

64

Highlighted in IK Parker's first AA para 57.3 ( Dropbox folder parts 8 & 12).
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Society').

The rules of the attorneys' profession that applied at the time65

included the following:
34.1 . Rule 35. 1 3. 1 0 : A firm shall immediately report in writing to the society
should the total amount of money in its trust bank accounts and money held
as trust cash be less than the total amount of credit balances of the trust
creditors shown in its accounting records, together with a written
explanation of the reason for the debit and proof of rectification.
34.2. Rule 35. 1 3. 1 1 : A firm shall immediately report in writing to the society
should an account of any trust creditor be in debit, together with a written
explanation of the reason for the debit and proof of rectification.
34.3. Rule 35. 1 8 : Every partner of a firm, and every director of a personal liability
company, will be responsible for ensuring that the provisions of the Act and
of those rules relating to trust accounts of the firm are complied with.
34.4. Rule 35.35:

Unless prevented by law from doing so every member is

required to report to the society any dishonest or irregular conduct on the
part of another member in relation to the handling or accounting for trust
money on the part of that other member.
35.

The affidavit evidence of IK Parker shows that before the respondent began
acting as judge of the I-ligh Court in October 2016, he was aware of the deficit in
the trust account of the attorneys' firm of which he was the managing partner.

36. The affidavit evidence of IK Parker and the WhatsApp messages suggest that
before the respondent was appointed as a permanent judge of the High Court in
November 2017 he was also aware of the circumstances in which the deficit had
arisen and how the trust account was maladministered (as now alleged by the
LPC and summarised in paragraph 16 above). 66

eo

Non -governmental Organisation Notice 2in Government Gazette 3 97 40 of 26 February 2016,
also quoted in the LPC's RA para 362(Dropbox folder part 11 ) .

66

See the WhatsApp messages quoted in paras 3 1. 7 to 31. 1 7 above.
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37.

The affidavit evidence of the LPC shows none of the respondent, Khan and
IK Parker made any report to the Cape Law Society (the predecessor to the
Western Cape Provincial Office of the LPC67) and that their failure to do so
persisted while the ·respondent was an acting judge of the High Court in late 2016
and during 2017. The Law Society was first alerted to the problem when it
received an anonymous tip-off on 25 July 2018. 68

38. As indicated earlier, in his application to the JSC on 28 June 2017 for a
permanent appointment as a judge of the High Court, the respondent answered
'No' to the question whether there were any circumstances, financial or
otherwise, known to him which may cause him embarrassment in undertaking
the office of a judge and to the question whether there was any other relevant
matter which he should bring to the attention of the JSC. I submit the deficit in
the firm's trust account and any knowledge the respondent may have had at that
stage of his partner Khan's dishonest handling of the trust money and dishonest
or irregular accounting for it, were circumstances or matters that the respondent
was invited to and should have disclosed to the JSC.
39. When matters came to a head after the LPC's visit in mid-August 2019, the
respondent participated in making repayments into the firm's trust account.
Although the making of the payments had the result of redressing the losses
suffered by the owners of the fur.ds, on the basis of the WhatsApp messages
quoted in para 33 above it appears the commitment to pay and the making of the
payments was part of a strategy agreed between the erstwhile partners and it
had other purposes as well, namely:
39. 1. to enable the firm to get a fidelity fund certificate for 2020 and to avert steps
being taken by the LPC against the firm and its remaining partners (Khan
and IK Parker); and
39.2. later (i.e. after they had not" met their commitment to settle the deficit by
30 September 2019 and proceedings by the LPC seemed likely, and indeed
after the LPC proceedings were instituted in December 2019), to try and
61

FA para 19 (record p 19).

68

FA para 1 9(record p 19) .
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avoid Khan being charged with theft and to assist him and IK Parker in
opposing the LPC's application for an order prohibiting them from
continuing to practise pending the decision of the court in proceedings for
their striking-off.
40.

Finally, there is the WhatsApp evidence that in early May 2017 the respondent
himself arranged that trust monies (belonging to his mother) be used for his own
personal purposes, apparently without her knowledge and consent. 69 In his
answering papers IK Parker says that '[o]n 2 May 201 7 R35 000.00 was paid to
[the respondent].

I presume that [the respondent] obtained the necessary

consent.'70 In its replying papers the LPC said the following regarding IK Parker's
complicity71 (which, if the arrangement was indeed unauthorised, will apply with
even greater force to the respondent because he was the one who used the
'loan'):
'34. 1

'(IK Parker] knew as far back as 2 May 201 7 that there was a shortfall in
the trust account of (Parker & Khan].

34.2

It appears from annexure "IP3" (page 4 thereof) to [IK Parker's]
answering affidavit, being a thread of WhatsApp messages between
[Khan, IK Parker and the respondent] that when [the respondent] says "I
can only suggest that you take it from mom's money", [lK Parker] says
that "/ will remind Abie [Khan] to facilitate. "

34.3

[IK Parker] was accordingly not only complicit in utilizing trust moneys
without the client's express instruction, he actually instructed [Khan] to
facilitate the necessary.'

'58. 2

However, [IK Parker] states that on 2 May 201 7 R35 000.00 was paid to
[the respondent], and he presumed [the respondent] obtained the
necessary consent.

It was [IK Parker] who, on request from [the

respondent], for a "loan", promptly responded that "as far as I am
69

See the WhatsApp messages attached to IK Parker's first .AA quoted in paras 31 .2 to 31.5
above.

70

IK Parker"s first AA para 140.5 (Dropbox folder parts 8 & 12).

71

The LPC's RA ( Drop box folder part 1 1 ), relying on those WhatsApp messages
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concerned help we must despite obviously being in dire straits. Where
do u suggest it must be taken from until u repay on 15 May & 15 June?",
whereafter [the respondent] responds "I can only suggest that you take
it from mom's money. Shukraan.
58.3

[IK Parker] then responds by saying that "I will remind Abie to facilitate. "
This can only mean that [IK Parker] would ask [Khan] to do the
necessary to place [the respondent] in possession of the funds held on
behalf of Mrs Parker.

58.4

In as much as [Khan and IK Parker] were in charge of the firm when
payment to [the respondent] was made, and "consent" regarding such
payment ought to be placed before the Court.'

41.

I submit the conduct of the respondent described in paragraphs 3 5 to 3 9 above
entails conduct that is incompatible with or unbecoming of the holding of judicial
office, as contemplated in s 14(4)(e) of the Act. If indeed the respondent did
make the arrangement and utilise the trust moneys referred to in paragraph 40
above without his mother's knowledge and consent, that too will constitute such
conduct.

42.

In this regard I submit that although some of the respondent's conduct may have
occurred before his. first appoi?1tment as an acting judge in October 2016, this is
not a case of events long predating the respondent's appointment that can have
no current relevance to his position as a judge. The trust account deficit was a
live, unresolved issue from October 2016, when the respondent was taking on
acting appointments and apparently withdrawing from practice at the firm; it
remained a live issue in 2017, over the period of his acting positions, his
application for permanent appointment and shortlisting by and interview with the
JSC; and it continued as a live issue after his permanent appointment as a judge
in late 2017 and into 20i8 and 20 19. As regards the latter, it is clear from the
WhatsApp messages that communications between the erstwhile partners,
including regarding the firm's problems, continued long after the respondent's
permanent appointment, that he actively participated in these communications
�
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notwithstanding that he had left the partnership and that he participated in the
repayments to the firm's trust account.
43.

I submit in the alternative, and in relation to the periods when the conduct in
question corresponds with the respondent's tenure first as an acting judge and
then as a judge of the High Court, such conduct entails a contravention of
s 14(4)(b) of the Act, more specifically the wilful, alternatively grossly negligent,
breach of the duty of a judge to uphold the integrity of the judiciary imposed by
article 4(a) of the Code of Judicial Conduct and/or the duty of a judge always to
act honourably and in a manner befitting judicial office and the requirement that
all activities of a judge be compatible with the status of j udicial office imposed by
article 5 of the Code of Judicial Conduct.

ANDREW MARK BREITENBACH

I certify thatthe Deponent acknowledged to me that1.
1. 1.
he knows and understands the contents of this declaration;
he has no objections to taking the prescribed oath; and
1.2.
1.3.
he considers the prescribed oath binding on his conscience ;
the Deponent thereafter uttered the words: "I swear that the contents of this
2.
declaration are true , so help me God"; and
the Deponent signed this declaration in my presence at the address set out
3.
hereunder on the 3, l day of March 2020.
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